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For Immediate Release: 
Coherent and II-VI to Jointly Supply Turnkey Automotive and Electrification Welding 
Solutions 
 
Santa Clara, CA, December 16, 2020 – Coherent (Nasdaq: COHR) and II‐VI Incorporated (Nasdaq: IIVI) 
today announced that they have entered into a supply agreement creating a collaboration to enable 
faster process development and streamlined production services for automotive laser welding 
applications. These include high-strength alloy welding for automotive body-in-white applications and 
mass production copper welding for electrification applications. Specifically, the combination of II-VI’s 
advanced laser processing heads and the Coherent Adjustable Ring Mode (ARM) fiber laser technology 
delivers power adjustment and beam positioning on the fly to produce optimal welds with the highest 
quality at a very high speed and over large working areas, increasing the efficiency and decreasing the 
cost of ownership. 

As part of this collaboration, Coherent will provide customers with the convenience of a single point of 
contact throughout the development and deployment of welding sub-systems combining the Coherent 
ARM fiber lasers and the II-VI RLSK and HIGHmotion 2D remote laser processing heads. By offering this 
Industry 4.0 ready solution, Coherent will deliver an optimized, integrated solution with superior 
service that ensures maximum productivity on customers’ manufacturing lines. 

“System builders will get the best of both companies’ advanced technologies, with the logistical 
simplicity of a single source,” said Jarno Kangastupa, Managing Director, High-Power Fiber Lasers 
Business Unit, Coherent. “The advanced optics and smart software of II-VI’s laser processing heads 
enable customers to fully leverage the Coherent ARM laser with unique ability to control, in real time, 
the laser beam shape and power distribution with great precision and over a wide dynamic range, 
delivering the state of the art in remote laser welding.”    

Dr. Karlheinz Gulden, Senior Vice President, Laser Devices and Systems Business Unit, II-VI, added, “The 
Coherent ARM laser and the II-VI remote laser processing heads each utilize unique designs that are 
very effective in suppressing back reflections, thus enabling extremely high-quality welds in reflective 
materials such as aluminum and copper, which are nowadays widely used in automotive, including in 
e-mobility applications. This combination enables a constant laser power level of up to 8 kW, which is 
beneficial for many copper and aluminum applications.”   
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About Coherent 
 

Founded in 1966, Coherent Inc. is one of the world’s leading providers of lasers and laser-based 
technology for scientific, commercial and industrial customers. Our common stock is listed on the 
Nasdaq Global Select Market and is part of the Russell 1000 and Standard & Poor’s MidCap 400 Index. 
For more information about Coherent, visit the company's website at https://www.coherent.com for 
product and financial updates. 

 
About II-VI Incorporated 

 

II-VI Incorporated, a global leader in engineered materials and optoelectronic components, is a 
vertically integrated manufacturing company that develops innovative products for diversified 
applications in communications, materials processing, aerospace & defense, semiconductor capital 
equipment, life sciences, consumer electronics, and automotive markets. Headquartered in Saxonburg, 
Pennsylvania, the Company has research and development, manufacturing, sales, service, and 
distribution facilities worldwide. The Company produces a wide variety of application-specific photonic 
and electronic materials and components, and deploys them in various forms, including integrated 
with advanced software to support our customers. For more information, please visit us at  
www.ii-vi.com. 
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